Ninth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

WORLD BANKNOTES
2666
Austria, a collection of notgeld, c.1920 a good variety in
modern stamp stock book. Extremely fine - uncirculated.
(612)
$300

2671*
China, Ta Han Szechuan Military Government, one yuan,
1912 issue, stamped number 1647 on back. Extremely
fine.
$100
Pick catalogue states that the note illustrated in his book may be
counterfeit and modern replicas exist. The provenance of this note offered
is unknown.

2672
China, local issues, all vertical, one hundred coppers, N.D.,
red and blue featuring a ship, animals, birds and a dragon;
another, one string 1917, featuring Chinese in traditional
dress; another 'two strings' N.D., blue, red and yellow,
featuring Chinese and Chinese gardens, various scenes on
back of last two. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$100

2667*
Bermuda, Elizabeth II, specimen fifty dollars, 1st May 1974
A/1 000000, overprinted "specimen" diagonally in red
(P.32s). Uncirculated.
$600
The issued note of this date is very rare in uncirculated.

2673
China, Bank of Chinan, ten yuan, 1939 (P.S3070), five
hundred yuan, 1945 (P.S3091b); Bank of Communications,
five yuan, 1.10.1944 (P.117s); Bank of Dung Bai, one yuan,
1946 (P.S3736); Central Bank of China, one thousand yuan,
1945 (P.294); Central Bank of Manchukuo, one yuan,
undated (1937), ten yuan, undated (1944), ten fen (P.J130b,
J137a, J140), State of Manchukuo military bond issued Dec
31, 1937; Mengchiang Bank, one chiao, undated (1940)
(P.J101Aa); People's Bank of China, five yuan, 1949 (P.813);
Provincial Bank of Kweichow, one cent, 1949 (P.S2461);
Shantung Min Sheng Bank, twenty cents, 1936 (P.S2732);
1945-48 "Northeastern Provinces" Branch issues, two
thousand yuan, 1947 (P.384). Note J137a is very good, the
rest mostly very fine - extremely fine. (14)
$100

2668*
Bermuda, Elizabeth II, specimen fifty dollars, 1st April
1978, A/1 000000, overprinted "specimen" diagonally in
red (P.32S). Uncirculated.
$500

2674
China, a selection of notes, includes issues from puppet states,
Manchukuo, Tientsin, Cummunist Bank of Dung Bai, Bank
of Shansi, Chahar & Hopei and others as well as military
bond issues by the State of Manchukuo and a Japanese one
hundred yen, 1950-58; a large coin (84mm) fantasy issue in
bronze based on coinage of Emperor Kang 1662-1722 of
the Ching Dynasty. Fine - extremely fine. (12)
$80

2669
British Commonwealth, George VI - Elizabeth II, including
British Military Authority (3), Ceylon, East Caribbean,
Malaya, Malta (2), Mauritius (6), Seychelles, Southern
Rhodesia, Trinidad & Tobago (13). Good - extremely fine.
(29)
$320
2670
Canada, one dollar (1954), 1961-72 (2) (P.74b), 1967
(4) (P.84) includes a consecutive run of three; Greece, an
interesting and mostly all different selection of WWII issued
notes, 1939-1944 (23) and one 1987 one thousand drachmai
(P.202a). Fine - uncirculated. (29)
$70

2675
Cook Islands, currency set of three, ten and twenty dollars,
undated c.1987, in wallet of issue, (P.3-5). Uncirculated.
(3)
$40
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2676
Cuba, The Bank of Nova Scotia, Havana, Duplicate of
Exchange 37.12.7, dated 20th April 1927, payable to the
London Assurance, London Bank's coat of arms at left.
Nearly extremely fine.
$70

2682*
Fiji, World War II, one pound (1940) emergency overprint
on New Zealand issue of 1934, FI/0 043496 (P.37a). Some
foxing and heavy folds, especially noticeable on back,
otherwise crisp, nearly very fine and very scarce.
$500

2677*
Egypt, National Bank of Egypt, fifty piastres, 15 March
1917, (P.11) (illust.); Egyptian Government, five piastres,
1st June 1918 (P.162). First with small AEW letters written
on back, otherwise very fine; second note fine. (2)
$800
2678
Egypt, twenty five piastres, 1967-69, 1976-78, 1978-79,
1980-81 (P.42, 47, 49, 54); fifty piastres, 1967-69 (P.43a)
(2); one pound, 1961-64, 1967-69, 1978-79 (2) (P.37a, 44a,
50a, 50c); ten pounds, 1967-69, 1978-79 (P.46, 51). All notes
except P.50a and 50c are uncirculated. (12)
$60
2679
Egypt, twenty pounds, 1978, (P.48). Uncirculated.
$60
2680
Egypt, Oriental Mercantile Bank, Alexandria, Cairo branch;
Eastern Banking Co, Alexandria, Charles Skipper & East
specimen cheques (first with vignette of Egyptians in native
dress, second with vignette of pyramids). Both cheques
with oval Skipper & East specimen logos. Extremely fine
- uncirculated, rare. (2)
$100

2683*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, World War II provisional issue, one
pound, undated (issued Jun - Aug 1942 - old date 1.8.1934)
overprinted on Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L. Lefeaux
one pound (P.155), "Reserve Bank of New Zealand"
watermarked paper, without Thomas de la Rue imprint,
red serial number 6D 904718 (P.45b; RC.58b). Folds and
creases, minor toning, 55 written in pen on back, otherwise
very fine and scarce.
$800
2684
Fiji, one penny, 1st July 1942, P/1 440568/573 six consecutive
notes (P.47). Fresh, original uncirculated. (6)
$110
2685
Fiji, Government of Fiji, World War II emergency issue, one
shilling, 1st January 1942, unissued sheets of six, without
serial numbers (P.48r). One with uneven edges, nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$600

2681*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, one pound, George V issue, 1st
January 1934, B/1 25,230 (P.33a). Creases and folds with
small hole in watermark panel, 41 written in pen on back,
otherwise nearly fine and rare.
$500
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2686
Fiji, Government of Fiji, World War II emergency issue, two
shillings, 1st January 1942, unissued sheets of six, without
serial numbers (P.50r). Uncirculated. (2)
$700
2687*
Fiji, World War II, emergency issue, Grand Pacific Hotel,
sixpence original block of four, black print on green card,
very rare as a block of four, with facsimile signature on back.
Extremely fine - uncirculated.
$250

2692*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue, 1st
June 1951, B/6 162,434/5 consecutive pair (P.37k). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$400
2693
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue, 1st
June 1951, B/7 18,174/5 consecutive pair (P.37k). Good
extremely fine. (2)
$360

2688*
Fiji, Government, George VI, five shillings, 1st January 1942,
B/3 188,637 (P.37e). Centrefold, otherwise original, nearly
uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$300
Ex Eric Horwood Collection.

2694*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue, 1st
June 1951, B/6 162,427 (P.37k). Good extremely fine.
$140
2695*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, five shillings, 1st
September 1964, C/10 23314 (P.51d). Uncirculated.
$200
2689*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue, 1st
July 1950, B/6 02,308/9 consecutive pair (P.37j). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$800
2690
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue, 1st
July 1950, B/6 01,084, B/6 02,301 (P.37j). Extremely fine.
(2)
$220

2696*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, 1st September 1964,
C/13 34110 (P.51d). Nearly uncirculated.
$90

2691
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, George VI issue,
1st July 1950, B/5 153,041, B/5 153,172 (P.37j). Nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$150
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2702*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five pounds, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
September 1959, C/1 76376 (P.54b). Nearly extremely fine
and rare.
$970

2697*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, Elizabeth II issue,
1st October 1965, C/14 182965/6 consecutive pair (P.51e).
Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$240

2703
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five pounds, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
January 1967, C/3 26809 (P.54f). Pinhole and small nick
in top margin, a little grubby and 27-10 written in ink on
back, otherwise very fine and rare.
$300

2698
Fiji, Government of Fiji, five shillings, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
October 1965, C/14 182952, C/14 182960, C/14 182962,
C/14 199172 (P.51e). The first three nearly uncirculated, the
last nearly extremely fine. (4)
$250

2704*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, ten pounds, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
September 1959, C/1 29898 (P.55b). Nearly fine and rare.
$450

2699*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, ten shillings, Elizabeth II issue,
1st October 1965, C/9 12950, C/9 12952 (P.52e). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$400

2705*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, ten pounds, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
June 1964, C/3 75222 (P.55d). Three pinholes (one rusty)
in right margin, 32 written in pen on front, 8mm stain on
back, otherwise extremely fine and very rare.
$1,000

2700*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, ten shillings, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
October 1965, C/9 12958 (P.52e). Nearly uncirculated.
$200

2706
Fiji, Government of Fiji, one dollar, undated (1968) A/2
975939, 975942, 975964, 975969 (P.59a); five dollars, A/1
006768 (P.61a). Nearly uncirculated. (5)
$220

2701
Fiji, Government of Fiji, ten shillings, Elizabeth II issue, 1st
October 1965, C/9 125804 (P.52e). Extremely fine.
$110
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2707
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, one dollar, undated (1974)
A/9, B/1 (P.71a); two dollars A/6, B/1 (P.72b); five dollars A/2,
A/4, A/5 (2)(P.73b,c); ten dollars A/3 (P.74b); twenty dollars
A/3 (P.75b); Reserve Bank of Fiji, one dollar, undated (1987)
D/4 (P.86a). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (11)
$340

2714*
Germany, notgeld notes in silk, Bielefeld, 15 July 1921,
twenty five mark (type 1), twenty five mark (type 2), one
hundred mark, all three issued to commemorate 700th
anniversary jubilee of the city of Bielefeld in the North Rhine
- Westphalia area. Very fine - good very fine. (3)
$150

2708
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, two dollars, undated
(1974) A/5 841455/7 (P.72a) three consecutive notes.
Extremely fine. (3)
$80

2715
Germany, Allied Military Currency, WWII, Series 1944, half
mark (2) (P.191a); one mark (6) (P.192a (5), 192c but no
dash before no., 192d); five mark (2) (P.193a, 193d). One
of the half mark notes has tape on the back, the rest very
good - very fine. (11)
$70

2709
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II, one hundred
dollars, Stinson (P.57b); ten dollars Barnes & Tomkins
(P.66c), Barnes and Siwaitbau (P.76a); twenty dollars, Barnes
& Tomkins (P.67c). The first good very fine/very fine; the
others extremely fine or better. (4)
$250

Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3699).

2716
Germany, Allied Military Currency, WWII, Series 1944, half
mark (P.191a); one mark (4, three with consecutive serial nos
040891022/024) (P.192a); five marks (2) (P.193a). Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (7)
$100
Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3698).

2717
Germany, Allied Military Currency, Series 1944, nine digit
serial number, without F, ten mark (2), twenty mark, fifty
mark (2), one hundred mark (2) (P.194b, 195b, 196b, 197b).
One ten mark is fine, the other extremely fine, the twenty
mark is good, one of the one hundred mark is extremely fine
and the rest are very fine - good very fine. (8)
$150

2710*
Fiji, Reserve Bank of Fiji, two dollars (1987-8) D/13
017856 (P.87) signature omitted. Crinkled, otherwise nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$500

Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3701).

2718
Germany, Allied Military Currency, Series 1944, nine digit
serial number, without F, twenty mark and one hundred
mark (P.195b, 197b). Uncirculated.
$100

2711
France, 11th Royal Fusiliers, WWI, chit for twenty centimes,
stamped serial no.07994; Morocco (?), WWI, reserved ticket
(military) for Luxembourg cinema, details in Arabic and
French, serial no.3999. First item uncirculated, the second
is fine. (2)
$70

Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3702).

2719
Gibraltar, specimen set, one, five, ten and twenty pounds,
matching serial nos. 006602 (1975) (P.CS1). Uncirculated.
(4)
$100

Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3695).

2712
France, Allied Military Currency, Series 1944, two francs
(3) (P.114a (2), 114b); five francs (3) (P.115a (2), 115b); ten
francs (2) (P.116a); fifty francs (4) (P.117a); one hundred
francs (8) (P.118a (7), 118b). The last note (P.118b) is nearly
uncirculated, the rest are very good - good extremely fine.
(20)
$80
Ex John Malcolm Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3697).

2720*
Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony, British administration,
1942 WWII emergency issue, one pound, 1.1.1942 No.305
(P.5). Small tears and holes but a complete note, nearly fine
and very rare.
$3,200

2713
Germany, notgeld collection, 1920s, nearly all different.
Mostly extremely fine. (106)
$150
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2724*
Great Britain, George V, ten shillings, John Bradbury,
undated (1915) N/82 No. 099050 (P.348a). Fine.
$200

2721*
Great Britain, Glamorganshire old Bank, uniface printers
proof mounted on card, five pounds, Swansea, undated
18--, imprint Perkins, Fairman & Heath, London, Patent
Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.20' in pencil on back. Some foxing,
otherwise extremely fine.
$250

2725*
Great Britain, Dardenelles overprinted on John Bradbury
ten shillings (1915) Y/14 No 096626 (P.348b). Heavy folds,
minute pin holes otherwise good fine.
$350

2722*
Great Britain, Sandwich Bank, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, five pounds, undated 18--, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.33' in pencil on back. Some foxing, otherwise
extremely fine.
$250

2726*
Great Britain,Treasury note ten shillings, John Bradbury
16.12.1916, B/9 No 342611 (P.350b; D.T.20) third series
first prefix letter. Extremely fine.
$700
2727
Great Britain, Treasury note, one pound, John Bradbury,
E/61 No. 901319, 1917 1st Issue (P.351). Two pinholes,
otherwise good very fine.
$150

2723*
Great Britain, Shrewsbury and Welsh Pool Bank, uniface
printers proof mounted on card, London, five pounds,
undated 18--, imprint of Perkins & Heath - Patent Hardened
Steel Plate, 'No.5' in pencil on back. Some foxing, otherwise
nearly extremely fine.
$200

2728
Great Britain, Treasury note, one pound, Warren Fisher,
W/94 No. 094329, 1919 issue (P.357). Flattened, good
fine.
$70
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2737
Great Britain, British Armed Forces Special Vouchers, Sixth
Series, Second Issue, ten new pence, undated (1972) A/5
377201/300 mint pack of 100 notes (P.M47); fifty new
pence, undated (1972) B/2 177301/400 mint pack of 100
notes (P.M49). Uncirculated. (200)
$80
2738
Great Britain, British Armed Forces Special Vouchers, Sixth
Series, Second Issue, ten new pence, undated (1972) A/5
377501/600 mint pack of one hundred (P.M47); fifty new
pence, undated (1972) B/2 177201/300 mint pack of one
hundred (P.M49). Uncirculated. (200)
$80

2729*
Great Britain, Treasury Note, one pound, Warren Fisher,
ND (1928) W1/8 No. 365396 (P.361b). Light centre fold,
good extremely fine.
$350
2730
Great Britain, Treasury note, one pound, Warren Fisher,
A1/15 No. 963413, 1922 issue (P.359a). Very fine.
$100
2731
Great Britain, Bank of England, ten shillings, J.S.Forde
(1966-70) CO2N 065041/042 two consecutive notes, 045,
048, CO5N 142646/648 three consecutive notes (P.373c).
Good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (7)
$110

2739*
Great Britain - Japan, British Commonwealth Occupation
Forces HQ, Britcom Sub-Area, Kobe (Japan) Beer Ticket,
blue print on pale yellow paper (90 x 34 mm). Very rare,
nearly extremely fine.
$150

2732
Great Britain, Bank of England, five pounds (1991-1992)
HK97 888608 - 610 (P.382b); twenty pounds (1989-1991)
20X 999737 - 738 (P.380e), AO1 999737 (P.380a). Twenty
pounds, 20X 999737 with repair on front bottom left hand
side, otherwise very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$200
2733
Great Britain, Bank of England note folders, five pounds pair,
"D" series (1971) and "E" series (1990); twenty pounds pair,
"D" series (1970) and "E" series (1991). Uncirculated. (2)
$250

2740*
Great Britain, Royal Navy, H.M.S "Argus", canteen chit
"value 3d", black print on yellow paper (78 x 43 mm).
Extremely fine and rare.
$200

2734
Great Britain, Bank of England, five, ten, twenty and fifty
pounds, G.E.A.Kentfield signature, R01 500412, KN01
500412, E01 500412, E01 500412, presentation folder
issue. Uncirculated.
$200
2735
Great Britain, Bank of England, Kentfield matched serials
set five, ten, twenty and fifty pounds in folder and matched
serials pair ten and fifty pounds in folder, also Royal Mint
proof ten pence pair with ten pound note in case of issue and
1982 mint set, also last issue Australian one (8), two (9) and
five (2) dollars from circulation. Fine - FDC. (33)
$370
2736
Great Britain, limited edition of twenty pounds (2) last prefix
of 1991 issue (P.380e) and first prefix of new design 1991
issue (P.384a) with matching numbers, 20X 998550 and A01
998550. In folder of issue with certificate number 1450 of
1500 issued, certificate with creases, uncirculated.
$110

2741*
Great Britain, Royal Navy, H.M.S. "Argus", canteen chit
"value 4D.", black print on yellow paper (78 x 43 mm).
Extremely fine and rare.
$200
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2742
Great Britain, Birmingham Banking Co. Birmingham,
Charles Skipper and East specimen cheques 1870, four
different colours A12, C5, C8, E4, all with Skipper & East
oval specimen logo; Birmingham Banking Co. Birmingham,
Charles Skipper and East specimen cheques 1870, four
different colours B7, B9, C10, D9, all with Skipper & East
oval specimen logo. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (8)
$180
2743
Great Britain, London & Manchester Bank - London branch,
The Commercial Banking Company, Manchester branch,
Charles Skipper & East specimen cheques 1870, three
different colours all with Skipper & East oval specimen logo.
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (4)
$90

2748*
India, Government, ten rupees 21 February 1910 C(Calcutta)
XA/57 75066 (P.A10d). Two spike holes on left, top right
corner rounded, otherwise flat extremely fine or better and
rare, Bengal Treasury ink rubber stamp on back.
$3,000

2744
Great Britain, London and Melbourne Banking Co. Charles
Skipper & East specimen cheques 1870, three different
colours, bisque, white and mauve, London 18(70) B5,
C4, E5 all with oval Skipper & East logo. Extremely fine
- uncirculated, rare. (3)
$120
2745
Great Britain, "Messrs Bankers specimen cheques" London,
mauve; another pink; another "Banco Nacional de", all
"specimen" cheques with "Nissen & Parker/ Engravers and
Printers/43 Mark Lane London" in three lines, last in five
lines. Very fine - extremely fine and rare. (3)
$100
2746
Great Britain, Mess. Samuel Brothers & Sons, Bankers,
Strand, London Charles Skipper & East specimen cheques
1870, four different colours A9, B3, B6, C9 all with oval
Skipper & East Specimen logo; Messrs Hart Fellows &
Co Bankers Nottingham, Charles, Charles Skipper & East
specimen cheques 1870 "B8", "E2"; Messrs Burgess &
Sons-Ramsgate Bank "B4", "E1" different colours and all
with oval Skipper & East specimen logo. Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (8)
$180

2749*
India, Government, George V, one rupee 1917 Y/50 No.
440476/500 (P.1b) original intact booklet of twenty five notes.
Interesting and very rare in this form, nearly uncirculated
and the only example of this date seen by us. (25)
$20,000

2747*
India, Government, five rupees, 20 May 1907 C (Calcutta)
YA/31 76727 (P.A10d). Spike hole lower left and two worn
holes lower right, otherwise toned nearly uncirculated and
rare thus.
$3,000
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2753*
India, Reserve Bank, George VI, five rupees (1937) L/28
160060 (P.18b). Minor file holes in left, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$250

2750*
India, Government, George V, ten rupees (1920's) G/65
390880 (P.7a). Spike hole in left panel, otherwise good
extremely fine.
$500

2754
India, Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees, undated (P40b),
various numbers. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (7)
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 2783).

2751*
India, Government, George V, one thousand rupees (1928)
Bombay, X/9 360084 (P.12a). Choice good extremely fine,
with Imperial Bank of India ink rubber stamp on back, very
rare in this state.
$25,000

2755*
Iran, Shah Reza, one hundred rials, AH1317, overprinted
on back with purple date stamp AH1320 (1941) (P.36Ad).
Nearly very fine/good fine and rare.
$200

2752*
India, Government, George V, ten rupees Q/21 069792
(P.16b). Good extremely fine.
$500

2756*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound, Cork, 1825, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.14' in pencil on back. Some foxing, otherwise
good very fine.
$250
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2757
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound, Cork, 1825, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.14' in pencil on back. Some foxing, nearly
extremely fine.
$200
2758
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound, Cork, 1825, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.15' in pencil on back. Some foxing, nearly
extremely fine.
$200
2759
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound, Limerick, 1825, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.1' in pencil on back. Some foxing, good very
fine.
$200
2760
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound, Limerick, 1825, not numbered,
imprint Perkins & Heath London, patent Hardened Steel
Plate, 'No.5' in pencil on back. Some foxing, good very
fine.
$200

2762*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, ten pounds, Londonderry, undated
(c.1825), imprint Perkins & Heath, London, Patent
Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.13' in pencil on back. Some foxing,
otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$250
2763
Italy, a collection of Bank of Italy notes, 1926 onwards, as
well as an assortment of provincial notes, discount notes and
credit notes. An interesting selection housed in a banknote
album, good - extremely fine. (62)
$100
2764
Jamaica, Bank of Jamaica, Elizabeth II, five shillings, undated
(1964) EB 170020 (P.51Aa). Uncirculated.
$80

2765*
Jamaica, Bank of Jamaica, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, undated
(1964) HA 005701 (P.51Bc). Uncirculated.
$200
2766
Jamaica, Bank of Jamaica, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, undated
(1964) HN 235011 (P.51Be). Uncirculated.
$150

2761*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, uniface printers
proof mounted on card, ten pounds, Galway, undated,
not numbered, imprint Perkins & Heath London, Patent
Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.26' in pencil on back. Some foxing,
otherwise extremely fine.
$300
2767*
Jamaica, Bank of Jamaica, Elizabeth II, one pound, undated
(1964) EX 129605 (P.51Cd). Uncirculated.
$300
2768
Japanese Invasion Money, (J.I.M.), a wide selection from
Burma, Malaya, Philippines, Oceania, and Sumatra. Poor
- uncirculated. (96)
$120
2769
Kuwait, Law of 1968, Second Undated Issue, set of
five, (1980-91), quarter dinar, one dinar, five dinar, ten
dinar, twenty dinar (P.11b, 13b, 14b, 15a, 16b). Fresh,
uncirculated. (5)
$200

lot 2762
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2778
Philippines, WWII Emergency notes, Bohol; Bukidnon,
Cagayan Province; City of Bacolod, Negros; Iloilo; Negros
Emergency Currency Board; Negros Occidental Provincial
Currency, includes scarce twenty centavos (P.S644); Japanese
occupation currency, mostly high denomination issues for
Malaya, Philippines and Netherlands East Indies, includes
Pemerintah Dai Nippon, one hundred roepiah (P.S126b).
Good - extremely fine. (38)
$60

2770
Malaya, George VI, Board of Commissioners Currency,
twenty cents, 1st July 1941, printer Thomas De La Rue &
Company (P.9a), Some red colouring around upper edges
but fresh, uncirculated. (2)
$200
2771
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, one dollar,
1st July 1941, H/19 015762 (P.11). Uncirculated.
$80
2772
Malaya, Japanese Occupation, various bank cheques,
the Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, Penang
branch dated 2602 (1942); another Taiping, Malaya branch;
Overseas - Chinese Banking Corporation Ltd, Penang
branch. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$100
2773
Malaya, Capital Dance Hall, Malacca, Night Dance Coupon,
good for one dance only, cost twenty-five cents. Very rare,
nearly extremely fine.
$70

2779*
Scotland, The Glasgow Bank Company, uniface printers
proof mounted on card, one pound, Glasgow, undated 183, not numbered, imprint Perkins & Bacon London, Patent
Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.10' in pencil on back. Some foxing,
otherwise extremely fine.
$250

Sold with a photocopy of the cover of the coupon book No. G 28601 which
originally contained eight coupons and states that the total cost of the book
is two dollars. Possibly issued during World War II or earlier.

2774
Malaya and British Borneo, Elizabeth II, fifty dollars, 21st
March 1953, A/1 059158 (P.4a). Pin holes, cleaned and
flattened, very fine.
$180

2780*
Scotland, Leith Banking Company, uniface printers proof
mounted on card, one pound one shilling Stg (one guinea),
undated 18--, not numbered, imprint Perkins & Heath
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.16' in pencil on
back. Light foxing, extremely fine.
$250

2775*
Malaya and British Borneo, ten dollars, 1st March 1961,
A/76 075893 (P.9a). Good very fine.
$200
2776
Mauritius, The Oriental Bank Corporation, unissued
cheque, 18.. (c.1848?), originally denominated in dollars but
overprinted in rupees. The word dollars and the '$' sign have
been overprinted in red with the words 'Rupees' and the 'Rs'
sign. Nearly uncirculated, a rare early Mauritius cheque.
$100
2777
Nepal, one thousand rupees, undated (1972), 3T/2 062273
(P.21). Fresh, uncirculated, rare.
$150

lot 2781
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2781*
Scotland, The National Bank of Scotland, uniface printers
proof mounted on card, one hundred pounds, Edinburgh,
undated 18--, not numbered, imprint Perkins & Heath
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 'No.3' in pencil on
back. Some foxing, otherwise extremely fine.
$300
2782
Scotland, National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
one pound, 16 September, 1959 (P.265), one pound, 4
January, 1967 (P.271), five pounds, 2 January, 1963 (P.272);
British provincial bank issue, Dartmouth General Bank, one
pound, unissued (1820's period). First two notes very fine,
third note nearly extremely fine, the last note very good.
(4)
$90

2786*
Singapore, Royal Navy Fleet Canteen, military chit "Issue
One Bottle of Beer". Nearly uncirculated.
$100

2783*
Singapore Island, rubber export coupon, twenty five
katis, 31st December 1941, P295664 (Tan SIR3). Foxing,
uncirculated and rare.
$800

2787*
South Africa, Cape of Good Hope (British period), 40 rix
dollars, 3rd June 1830, unissued, not in pick (P.-). Rare, very
fine/extremely fine.
$370

2784*
Singapore Island, rubber export coupon, one picul, 31st
December 1941, P478112 (Tan SIR4). Minor rust spots,
nearly uncirculated and rare.
$800
2785
Singapore, interest bearing promissory note dated 22.4.1933
for 240 dollars and payable 22.6.1933; another dated
3.12.1931 for 23 dollars payable 3.12.1931 both with
impressed Singapore duty stamps and afixed Straits
Settlements adhesive stamps. Fine - very fine. (2)
$90

2788*
South Africa, Mafeking Siege Note, ten shillings, March
1900, 3633 (P.5654). Quarter folds, minor edge tear,
otherwise full note good fine.
$300

Both notes used in evidencce in the Singapore district court when amounts
unpaid on due date. (details on back)
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2789
Spain, Ministry of Finance, one peseta, 1937 (P.94), two
pesetas, 1938 (P.95); Bank of Spain, one peseta, 19.11.1951,
22.7.1953 (P.139, 144); five pesetas, 10.8.1938 (P.110),
silver certificate, 1935 (1936) (P.85), 16.8.1951 (P.140);
ten pesetas, silver certificate, 1935 (1936) (P.86); twenty
five pesetas, 15.8.1928, 25.4.1931, 19.2.1946 (P.74b, 81,
130); fifty pesetas, 15.8.1928, 25.4.1931 (P.75b, 82); one
hundred pesetas, 1.7.1925, 15.8.1928, 25.4.1931 (P.69c, 76,
83); five hundred pesetas, 24.7.1927, 15.8.1928, 25.4.1931
(P.73c, 77a, 84); one thousand pesetas, 1.7.1925 (P.70c). All
one - five pesetas notes uncirculated except P.110, the ten
pesetas is nearly uncirculated, the twenty five pesetas, P.130,
is uncirculated, the rest good fine - good very fine. (20)
$200

2794
U.S.A., State of Massachusetts, three dollars, 1780 (S.1338);
State of Louisiana, five dollar bond, series 1876/8; fractional
currency, five cents, 1863 (P.101); ten cents, fourth issue,
1863 (P.115); postage currency, five cents, 1862; Confederate
States of America, one dollar, 1862; ten dollars, 1864; twenty
dollars, 1864; one hundred dollars, 1864; State of Alabama,
twenty five cent, 1863; one dollar, 1863; State of Georgia,
Bank of Commerce, five dollars, 1858; Virginia Treasury
Note, one dollar, 1862; two sets of copies of colonial and
revolutionary U.S. notes (14 copies all marked COPY). Poor
- extremely fine. (31)
$100

part

2795*
U.S.A., Confederate States, seventh issue Feb 1864, set of
fifty cents, one, two, five, ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred
and five hundred dollars (P.64-71, 73). Very fine - nearly
extremely fine. (9)
$900

2790*
Straits Settlements, ten cents, 1920, G/7 26381 (P.6c). Nearly
extremely fine/very fine.
$270

2796
U.S.A., Confederate States' notes, five, ten, twenty, fifty and
one hundred dollars, all dated 17.2.1864 (P.67, 68, 69, 70,
71); one hundred dollars, 5.9.1862 (P.43a) stamped on back,
'Issued at Montgomy Depositary/Ala/1 Nov '62/T.Sanford'
and three interest paid stamps, 1st Jan 1863, 1864 and 1865,
the last two at Jackson; one hundred dollars, 31.12.1862 (cf.
P.45) with three interest paid stamps, 1st Jan 1863, 1864,
1865, all at Augusta; other notes from Russia, fifty rubles,
1899 (2), Iran, ten thousand rials, undated (1992); Saudi
Arabia, one riyal, undated (1984); Zimbabwe, two hundred
thousand dollars, 2007, Japanese invasion money (JIM), ten
dollars for Malaya. The Russian notes nearly extremely fine,
the JIM note is poor, the rest very good - very fine. (13)
$150

2791*
Straits Settlements, one dollar, 1st January 1935, J/68 26927
(P.16b). Minor spot on reverse, fresh, good very fine.
$180
2792
Straits Settlements, George V, one dollar, 1st January 1935,
K/57 68241 (P.16b). A few rust spots and edge paper nicks,
otherwise fine.
$70
2793
Tonga, Government of Tonga, Treasury Note Issue, one
pound, 2nd December, 1966 (P.11e), five pounds, 2nd
December, 1966 (P.12d). First note with light crease at top
left corner, second note with light centre bend, otherwise
both original crisp uncirculated. (2)
$300

2797*
U.S.A., Federal Reserve, five hundred dollars, series of
1934A, B00297295A (P.434a). Stamp on back "Subject
To", good fine and rare.
$1,500
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2798
U.S.A. Selection of 19th century cheques (1868-1898)
including The National Bank of Somerset; National Bank
of Schewenksville; First National Bank, Dakota; Chicopee
National Bank, Mass; Mystic River National Bank
Connecticut; State National Bank, New Orleans Schafer
Brothers Bankers, New York. All used and some with various
banking stamps and duty stamps; also Bank of British North
America, San Francisco; London & San Francisco Bank; The
Bank of California; The Nevada Bank of San Francisco, all
San Francisco branches; Chatham National Bank, New York.
Fine - very fine. (12)
$150

2805
World notes, a varied selection, some notes included are,
Azerbaijan, five hundred rubles, 1920s; Mongolia, one
hundred tugrik, 1981 (P.48); Timor, one hundred escudos,
1963 (P.28); Latvia, one rublis, 1919 (P.2a) (2); Mozambique,
ten escudos, 1945 (P.95); Portugal, leper hospital of S.Jose,
set of 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 centavos. Good - uncirculated.
(26)
$120
2806
World notes, a small selection including Mexico revolutionary
notes 1915 (10), China, Hunan Bank ten copper coins,
January 1st 1917 German 1923 (4) Notgeld (5), Italy, Allied
Military Currency 1943 (8), Ireland ten shilling 1965, one
pound 1979, Cuba twenty pesos. All in black plastic album,
very good - uncirculated. (34)
$100

2799
Zanzibar, The Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd unissued
cheque 19_. denominated in shillings. Nearly extremely
fine.
$50
2800
World notes, Afghanistan, five hundred afghanis, 1991
(P.60c) (2); Bhutan, one ngultrum, undated (1986) (P.12) (2)
two consecutive notes; U.S.A., State of Louisiana, bond for
five dollars, payable January 1st, 1886, with five remaining
interst payable certificates attached (2) two consecutive
numbers. Uncirculated. (6)
$50

2807
Album of world notes, including, Germany, inflation period
and local issues; Great Britain, armed forces vouchers and
Bank of England test note; Oceania, Japanese occupation,
one shilling and one pound (P.2, 4); Russia (1898-1997),
noted: five hundred rubles, 1898 (P.6); fifty rubles, 1899
(P.8); twenty-five ruble, 1909 (P.12), three Chervontsa, 1932
(P.201). Poor - uncirculated. (49)
$220

2801
World, including New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Hardie type
II (1981-5) one dollar AAA 052578 (P.169a); two dollars EA
198576* (P.170a/S1). Australia, one dollar (R.78 pair); JIM
notes (5); Paraguay one guaranu (P.185) and Mozambique
500 escudos 22/3/1967. Fine - uncirculated. (11)
$50

2808
World banknotes, a small accumulation of notes, mainly
European, early 1900-1965, noted France D'Outre-Mer,
twenty francs, undated (1947) (P.22); German Democratic
Republic, two Deutsche mark, 1948 (P.3a); Poland, one
hundred zlotych, 1932 (P.74a), 1934 (P.75) (5, two with
consecutive serial numbers); Tahiti, one hundred francs,
undated (1939-65) (P.14d). Poor - good very fine. (55)
$60

Ex Eric Horwood Collection.

2802
World notes, French Indo China, South Vietnam and
Republic of Vietnam, a selection of notes including Banque
de L'Indo-Chine, one piastre, 1921-31, 1932-39 (P.48b, 54b),
Institut d'Emission des Etats du Cambodge, one piastre,
1953, 1954 (P.92, 108) and Vietnam issue, one piastre 1954
(P.105). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (13)
$80

2809
World notes in a brown album, including China, Cyprus,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Malaya, Russia, Turkey,
USA. Fair - extremely fine. (60)
$100

2803
World notes, from Ceylon (1),Indonesia (8), Netherlands
(1), Netherlands East Indies (9), Malaya (3) and Sarawak
(1), some of the items are Revolutionary Government of
Republic of Indonesia, twenty five rupiah, 1959 (P.S463);
Ceylon, ten cents, 23.12.1943 (P.43b); Malaya, twenty five
cents, 1.9.1940 (P.3); Sarawak, ten cents, 1.8.1940 (P.25b);
Netherlands East Indies, Muntbiljetten Issue, one gulden,
15.6.1940 (P.108a). Good - nearly uncirculated. (23)
$90

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 87 (lot 3643).

2810
World notes, a large assortment, many Asian issues and
also includes several Japanese invasion notes, noted Great
Britain five pounds, 1987-88 (P.378e) (2); New Zealand,
ten shillings, Fleming (1967) (P.158d). Stored in a banknote
album, very good - uncirculated. (87)
$60

2804
World banknotes, including Bahamas, four shillings (P.9a);
British North Borneo Company, one dollar, 1.7.1940 (P.29
[2]); Fiji, one pound, 1 June 1951 (P.40f), five shillings, 1
June 1957 (P.51a); Guernsey, German Occupation WWII,
two shillings and sixpence, 25 March 1941 (P.18); Malaya;
Sarawak, one dollar, 1 January 1935 (P.20 [3]), 1 January
1940 (P.23); Straits Settlements. Good - nearly very fine.
(25)
$200

2811
World notes, an assortment with some duplication, several
from South America and Poland, many post 1980, all
common types, noted, German Railways issue, 20.8.1923,
one million mark (P.S011), Lebanon, twenty five livres, 1983
(P.64c), Cambodia, fifty riels, 1956-75 (P.7d). A few badly
damaged, poor - uncirculated. (97)
$50
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2812
World notes, China/Republic, 1949, two hundred yuan
(P.838); China/Taiwan, undated (1904) five yen gold note
(reproduction); China, Heaven Notes, ten thousand yuan
(9) fantasy money; Cook Islands, undated (1987) ten
dollars specimen (P.4s); Germany/ Braunschweigisches,
1922, five hundred mark notgeld; Greece, 1.1.1939, five
hundred drachmai (P.109a); one thousand drachmai,
undated (4.11.1926), 1.1.1939, 1939 overprint on one
hundred drachmai (P.100b, 110a, 111a); five thousand
drachmai, 1.9.32 (P.103a); U.S.A., one dollar, 1957A silver
certificate (P.419a), five dollars, 1963 U.S. Note (P.444a),
twenty dollars, 2004 Fed Reserve Note (P.521a). First note
uncirculated and scarce, the last three fine - very fine, the
rest very fine - uncirculated. (21)
$100

2816
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-8, including all 76a, b, c). The Coombs/Randall good
extremely fine the others generally flat uncirculated. (10)
$450
2817
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars,
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.71, 72 (VF), 73 (2), 74, 77 (2),
78 (19, run of 18 plus DPS last prefix single) 81, 82 (nearly
extremely fine), 83 (2), 84 (4), 88, 89, 202, 203 (3), 204,
301, 302 (nearly extremely fine), 303 (2), 304, 401, 402 (very
fine), 403 (2), 404). Poor - uncirculated. (51)
$500
2818
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AGF 508178 (R.72).
Nearly uncirculated.
$300

2813
World notes, an accumulation, many post 1970, includes
Afghanistan (4); Brazil (2); Bulgaria (3); China (24, includes
10, 20, 50 Customs Gold Units and two fantasy notes);
Croatia (6); Ghana (4); Great Britain, ten shillings, 195560 (P.368c); Greece (3); Guyana (5); Hungary (8); Italy (6,
includes two Military Payment Certificates and two Bank
of Sicily notes); Russia (2); Scotland, National Commercial
Bank of Scotland, one pound, 4.1.1968 (P.274); Trinidad &
Tobago, one pound, 2.1.1939 (P.5b); Yugoslavia; Australia,
five shillings cut-out from a vignette; a quantity of Australian
postmarked stamps cut from prepaid envelopes (25). The
Scotland pound is uncirculated, the rest fine - uncirculated.
(99)
$150

2819
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AHG 711792 (R.72);
two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) FNS 440860 (R.82).
A few very minor tone spots, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$200
2820
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) AQK (R.73), Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) BKD (R.74); two dollars, Phillips/Randall
(1968) GAR (2) (R.83), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GXG (3,
including two consecutive notes GXG714518/519) (R.84);
five dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) NJF (3) (R.205); ten
dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SSK (R.403), Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) SYU (R.304). Last two notes nearly fine, the
rest extremely fine, a few with foxing spots. (12)
$60

2814
World banknotes, including Australia, ten shillings (1949)
(R.14), (1961) (R.17); one pound (1938) (R.29); ten pounds
(1960) (R.63); China, specialised issues, Provincial banks,
Kwangsing Company, ten dolalrs, 1924 (PS.807, 856,
1191b, 1198, 1415, 1563, 1603c, 1688b, 1772, 2045,
2403c); Communist banks, Bank of Eastern Chekiang, fifty
cents, 1945; 7th Administrative District, ten cents and fifty
cents, 1941 (PS.3055, 3058, 3069, 3135Q,S, 3295, 3300,
3372); Great Britain, Jersey, Malaysia, Singapore, Straits
Settlements. In a brown album. Fair - uncirculated. (168)
$350

2821
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73) (2), Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.74) (2), Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77),
Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (5, four consecutive); two
dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) (3), Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.89) (4); five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969)
(R.203), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.204); ten dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301), Coombs/Randall (1967)
(R.302), Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.303) (3), Phillips/Wheeler
(1972) (R.304) (3); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966)
(R.401) (3), Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403) (4, includes one
last prefix XEU 236537), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404)
(7); Great Britain, one pound, 1970-77, 1981-84; U.S.A.,
silver certificate, one dollar, 1934, 1935C, Federal Reserve,
one dollar, 1963A (2), five dollars, 1950D. The consecutive
one dollar notes are uncirculated, the rest are very good
- extremely fine. (48)
$450
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2815*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), FAL 100000 (R.81).
Nearly uncirculated, a rare hundred thousand number.
$250
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2822
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BBK, BJT (R.74) (2),
Knight/Wheeler (1976) CHF (R.76a), Knight/Stone (1979)
CRZ, DEQ (R.77) (2), Johnston/Stone (1982) DHN, DJF
(R.78) (2); Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GYG
(R.84), Knight/Wheeler (1976) HSX (R.86b), Knight/Stone
(1979) JJE, JTB (R.87) (2), Johnston/Stone (1983) JXD, KFC
584770/2 (R.88) (4); five dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974)
NGX (R.205), Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGX 946064, first
prefix, QHF (R.212) (2), Fraser/Cole (1991) QKR (R.213),
Fraser/Cole (1992) AA67, AB09 (R.214) (2), Fraser/Evans
(1993) BG95 (R.216), Macfarlane/Evans (1997) BC97
(R.218), Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BJ05, GJ05 (R.220)
(2); ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 244625,
first prefix, SAB, SAR (R.301) (3), Phillips/Randall (1968)
SJN, SRT (R.303) (2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) SYG, SYT
(R.304) (2), Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB27, second issue
(R.310b), Fraser/Evans (1993) AE93 (R.316); twenty dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAC, XAD (2), XAE, XAF, XAG,
XBF (R.401) (7), Phillips/Randall (1968) XEN (R.402),
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XEV 856601, first prefix (R.404),
Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTU (R.406b), Knight/Stone (1979)
VAC (R.407a); funny money, Government of Inflation, three
dollars, Billy McMahon on front, issued by Labor Party.
Stored in banknote album, fine - uncirculated. (46)
$460

2828*
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) CVH 777777 (R.77).
Nearly uncirculated, a rare solid number.
$200
2829
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) DFK (R.77), Johnston/Stone
(1982) DKU, DLD, DLF, DLJ (2), DNA, DNF, DNK, DNP
(R.78); Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KUH 577945/7
three consecutive notes, LHG, LKN, LKX, LNG, LNP, LNS,
LNT (R.89); five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QHY, QLG
(R.213), Macfarlane/Evans (1998) CL (R.218), (2001) DD,
GC, (R.219); ten dollar Bicentenary folder, 1988 (Mc $10
GF1); world notes includes U.S.dollars (4), New Zealand,
two dollars, and two others; first day cover, Barry Humphries
(Dame Edna), 2006. Very good - uncirculated. (34)
$80

2823
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BTK 191919 (R.75)
repeating digit pairs number. Nearly very fine.
$50

2830
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) CYB 090001/5, five
consecutive (R.79); Johnston/Stone (1982) DHH 822659/62,
four consecutive, 822696/700, five consecutive, 822702, DHJ
822598; three used one dollar notes, R.77, R.78 (2); Reserve
Bank of Australia, 1000 $1 Notes bundle identifier, Bundle
0180 Serial Number 068320. First five notes uncirculated,
the last three good - very fine, the rest uncirculated with
centrefold. (20)
$70

2824
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BNB (R.75); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) CCR (R.76a); Knight/Stone (1979) CPS,
CQB, CQR, CTQ, CVQ, CXH, CXX, CYN, CZA, DDS,
DEN, DER, DFT, DGE and last prefix, DGH 569288 (R.77);
Johnston/Stone (1982) DGZ, DKC, DKK, DLQ, DLZ, DPC,
DPK and DKR 845632/4 three consecutive notes (R.78). The
last prefix note with fold and light corner crease, consecutive
three notes with light centre bend, one R.78 with two punch
holes, of the rest about seven are good - fine, the remainder
are mainly good extremely fine. (27)
$70

2831
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (2) one torn, Johnston/Stone
(1982) (4) (R.77, 78); two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968),
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.83, 89); five dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.209a); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
(2) (R.309); ten dollars Bicentenary folder, 1988 (envelope
damaged); an assortment of world notes, Germany (2) 1910
and 1923 issues, the rest mostly World War II era including
two British Armed Forces special vouchers, 2nd series,
threepence and one shilling and a U.S.A. one dollar, silver
certificate, series 1935E. One world note damaged, the rest
good - very fine, the Australian notes, fine - uncirculated.
(48)
$60

2825
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP test notes, DBP
907144/7 (R.76b; McD.107ii) run of four consecutive.
Uncirculated. (4)
$400
2826
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) DEH 641501/67,
641968/2000, an original pack of one hundred notes with
consecutive runs of 33 and 67. Red checker's mark on bundle
edge, uncirculated. (100)
$450

2832
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) one 'brick' of 1,000 notes,
visible number DLE 872325, bundle serial number 0183
/ 044577 (R.78). Some foxing on bundle identifier, notes
uncirculated. (1,000)
$2,500
2833
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DJH 997653/702; DHL
278925/34; DKE 848871/80, plus four singles and a mixed
prefixes bundle of approx 100 (R.78) mostly consecutive
sequences, includes radar number DJP 848848. Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (approx 174)
$350

2827
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) DEJ 641668/767 (R.77)
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Red
checker's mark along bundle edge, uncirculated. (100)
$450
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2834
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLS 013453/500, forty
eight consecutive, DLT 013001/052, fifty two consecutive
including DLT 013013 an original pack of one hundred notes
(R.78). First note has a teller's flick, otherwise uncirculated.
(100)
$250

2843
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GBB, GKT, GNK,
GQX (R.83) (4); five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QDC
004747/748, consecutive pair (R.209a) (2); ten dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBJ 000203 (R.301), Coombs/
Randall (1967) SEL 798912 (R.302), Phillips/Wheeler (1972)
SYJ 011403 (R.304), Knight/Wheeler (1976) THL 285243/4,
consecutive pair, THP 819097 (R.306a) (3), Johnston/Fraser
(1988) AB10 599586 (R.310b). A few virtually uncirculated,
others with creases or folds, some extremely fine - nearly
uncirculated, the two dollars fine - good very fine. (13)
$200

2835
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLT 027168/90, 2, 3,
5/269, pack of one hundred notes (R.78). Uncirculated.
(100)
$250
2836
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 881269/71, three
consecutive notes, last prefix (R.78). Uncirculated and
scarce. (3)
$140

2844
Two dollars, all different prefixes except one, Phillips/
Wheeler (1974) HCG (R.85); Knight/Stone (1979) JDZ,
JEA, JES, JHP, JLY, JLZ, JNG, JNQ, JPH, JPR, JTK, JVZ,
JXN (R.87); Johnston/Stone (1983), KAK, KEH, KGF, KGX,
KHN, KPJ, KPX, KQQ, KQS, KRP, KRX, KSL, KUJ, KUV,
KXG, KYD, LBH (2), LBK, LBV, LCB, LCR, LCY, LDH,
LDX, LEY, LFD, LGG, LGN, LHS, LJX, LJZ, LKL, LKT,
LLA (R.89); another similar selection, Johnston/Fraser
(1985) KXU, LCZ, LGR, LHE, LHL, LJY, LKB, LKX, LLZ,
LNN, LNT, LQB (R.89). The last selection of R.89 are all
used, the rest mostly centrefold uncirculated. (61)
$220

2837
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNC 473374 (R.78)
radar number. Uncirculated.
$70
2838
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPR 645858/62, second
last prefix, consecutive run of five, DPQ 762916/7 and DPR
762716/7, consecutive prefixes with near same consecutive
numbered pairs (R.78); two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972)
GVS 555567 (R.84); five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967)
NCS 382275 (R.202). The last note is nearly fine, the rest
are uncirculated. (11)
$160

2845
Two dollars, five dollars, ten dollars (2) and twenty dollars,
Phillips/Wheeler (1974), Knight/Stone (1979 (R.86a,
205, 305, 306a, 407a). Nearly extremely fine - nearly
uncirculated. (5)
$200

2839
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DGY 379255/64, ten
consecutive notes (R.78); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser
(1985) LPZ 799576/85, ten consecutive notes (R.89); five
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PVG, PVX (R.209a), PYJ,
PYS, PYQ (R.209b); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) USS
790660/3, four consecutive notes (R.309), Johnston/Fraser
(1988) first release AB 14 949235/7, three consecutive notes
(R.310a). Uncirculated. (32)
$300
2840
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DKR 758424/73 (R.78)
consecutive run of fifty; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
LGE 130409/16, LGY 066218/27 (R.89) consecutive runs of
eight and ten. The dollar notes are uncirculated, one of the
two dollar notes, LGY 066218, has a stain at the top edge, all
other two dollars are uncirculated with a centrefold. (68)
$140

2846*
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HRV 111111 (R.86b).
Uncirculated, a rare solid number.
$400

2841
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DKT 714760/79, twenty
consecutive, DLN 013271, DLN 013273/82, ten consecutive
(R.78); two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JPD 502573/7, five
consecutive (R.87); folders, two dollar collector folder, 1988
(Mc $2GF 1a); ten dollar bicentenary folder (Mc $10GF 1);
First dollar coin/Last dollar note folder (2) issued by John
West. Uncirculated. (40)
$110

2847
Five dollars, all different prefixes, Knight/Stone (1979) NXQ,
PCT, PDQ (R.207); Johnston/Fraser (1985) (OCR-B) PNA,
PQU, PRE, PSE, PSP, PTA, PTZ (R.209a), Gothic, PXD,
PXY, PYQ, PYR, PZR, QBZ, QDS, QEC, QEV, QGJ, QGN,
QHZ (R.209b); another similar selection, Knight/Wheeler
(1976) NVU, NXA (R.206c); Knight/Stone (1979) PAQ,
PAY, PBH, PCC (R.207); Johnston/Fraser (1985) PRB, QEV
(R.209a); Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFD (R.212); Fraser/Cole
(1991) QKJ, QNI (R.213). The last selection, 1976-1991,
are fine - extremely fine, the rest are centrefold uncirculated
- uncirculated. (33)
$350

2842
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) - Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R81-9 including 86a, b, c). Generally flat
uncirculated. (11)
$350
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2855
Five dollars, groups of consecutive numbered notes, Knight/
Stone (1979) PCR 752474/5 (2), PDP 593452/5 (4), PDQ
680782/4 (3) (R.207); Johnston/Stone (1983) PEH 861124/5
(2) (R.208); Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFU 403451/2(2).
Groups PDP, PDQ and PEH are uncirculated, the rest
centrefold uncirculated. (13)
$200

2848
Two dollars, groups of consecutive numbered notes,
Knight/Stone (1979) JPK 496525/7 (3), JVG 699669/72 (4)
(R.87); Johnston/Stone (1983) KGF 369737/43 (7), KHJ
016007/16 (10), KLG 990216/7 (2), KRP 865144/6 (3)
(R.88); Johnston/Fraser (1985) KXX 263089/90 (2), LBZ
283684/9 (6), LDL 177647/8 (2), LGV 182604/5 (2) (R.89).
Notes JPK, JVG, LDL and LGV are uncirculated, the rest
centrefold uncirculated. (41)
$200

2856
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) PEB (2), PEJ, PEN, PEX,
PFH, PFY, PFZ, PGC, PGE, PGT, PJA, PHB, PHP, PHQ,
PHT, PHU, PHV (R.208) (18); Johnston/Fraser (1985) PNR,
PPD, PQH, PRJ, PSK (R.209a) (5). All notes folded, some
with creases, overall extremely fine. (23)
$120

2849
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNC 078335/434,
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89). First
note with two small spots, otherwise uncirculated. (100)
$350
2850
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1989) LPU 858866/965, pack
of one hundred consecutive notes (R.89). Uncirculated.
(100)
$300
2851
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNN 857201/60 (R.89)
consecutive run of sixty notes. Uncirculated. (60)
$240

2857*
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PRQ 000002/3 (R.209a)
consecutive pair of very low serial numbers. Uncirculated.
(2)
$180
2858
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPF 905171/2 and QPG
905171/2 second last and last prefixes with matching
consecutive numbers (R.213). Uncirculated. (4)
$150

2852*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LFY 200000 (R.89).
Uncirculated and a rare two hundred thousand number.
$200
2853
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.202-209a, including 206a, b, c). Uncirculated.
(10)
$300

2859
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) polymer, AA 00 606910/1,
first prefix, consecutive pair, dark green serials (R.214).
Uncirculated. (2)
$300
2854*
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) NXJ 333333 (R.207).
Uncirculated, a rare solid number.
$300

2860
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA37 684301/5 consecutive
run of five, pale green serials (R.214). Uncirculated. (5)
$70
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2861
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) medium to dark green
serials, AA 34 492016/24, nine consecutive notes (R.214).
Uncirculated. (9)
$200

2870
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.301-309, including 306a, b, 307 a, b) the Coombs/
Randall serial SEF937616. Uncirculated. (11)
$600

2862
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 19 867749/68, twenty
consecutive notes with last note being a radar note, AA 19
867768 (R.214). Uncirculated. (20)
$400

2871
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFN 977680 (R.302).
Flattened, cleaned and a few creases, nearly extremely fine.
$100
2872
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFF 842705 (R.302).
Flattened, otherwise good very fine.
$100

2863
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 13 579780/881, one
hundred consecutive notes (R.214). Corner crease on first
note otherwise uncirculated. (100)
$1,000

2873
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFE 750746 (R.302);
one dollar Phillips/Randall (1969) AVT 040273 (R.73).
Uncirculated. (2)
$250

2864
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 34 615498/500, three
consecutive notes, AA19, 20, 22, 31, 56, 70, 94, used notes,
AA12, 19, 36, 37, 41, 51, 52, 68, 88, 95, AB15 (R.214);
Fraser/Evans (1993) CB, CD (2), CK (R.216). Notes from
AA12 - CK fine - very fine, the notes AA34 - AA94 are mostly
uncirculated. (25)
$130

2874
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SPQ 627401/9, run
of nine consecutive (R.303). Lightest of centre fold, nearly
uncirculated. (9)
$400
2875
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic centre thread,
TEV 541063/4 consecutive pair (R.306a). Uncirculated.
(2)
$120

2865
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) BD, DD, FB, FH, GK, GM,
JA, JD (2), JE, (1996) DH (R.217); Macfarlane/Evans (1997)
BE, CH, DF (R.218); Macfarlane/Henry (2003) CG, (2005)
BH, DM, FA, FK, FL, FM (R.220). Uncirculated. (21)
$130

2876
Ten dollars, all different prefixes except two, Knight/Wheeler
(1976) TLE, TNT (R.306b); Knight/Stone (1979) TRL, TRS,
TRX, TSH, TTK (R.307a), TTR, TUE, TUU, TVE, TVY
(R.307b); Johnston/Stone (1983) TXX, TZS, TSV, UAF,
UAJ, UAV (R.308); Johnston/Fraser (1985) UDH, UEB,
UEQ, UFE, UFP, UGK, UHG, UHR, UJF, UKQ, UKS, UKT,
UNC, UNU, UPL, UPQ, UQA, UQG (2), URL, URR, URZ,
USF, USX, UTA (2), UUE, UVA, UXP (R.309); Fraser/Higgins
(1990) MAQ, MCH, MDD (R.312); Fraser/ Cole (1991)
MFY, MGT, MHC, MJC, MJF, MJQ, MKT, MLB, MNZ,
MPY, MQQ (R.313). Very fine - uncirculated. (61)
$700

2866
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) BK, BL, CJ, CK, GM
(1996) BJ (R.217); Macfarlane/Evans (1997) BL, BM, DA,
DK (1998) DI, DL (R.218); Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BE,
BG, CA, CI, DC (2005) BB, DI, FC, GB (R.220). Almost all
with narrow orientation bands, a few fine but mostly nearly
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (21)
$120
2867
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BM 98 373255/6
and CA 98 373255/6, different prefixes with matching
consecutive numbers (R.218). Uncirculated. (4)
$100

2877
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) TQK 100000 (R.307a).
Very fine, a scarce one hundred thousand number.
$120

2868
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) DA98 828617
(R.218); Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA02 007187, 007786,
(2003) BA03 050809, (2005) BA05 105492 (R.220) first
prefixes; Macfarlane/Henry (2002) EA02 128652, 128705,
(2003) EA03 228306, (2005) KC05 982895 (R.220) last
prefixes; Macfarlane/Evans (2001) JD01 811020 (R.219)
last prefix. Uncirculated. (10)
$120

2878
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) TUC 160033/042, ten
consecutive notes (R.307b). Uncirculated. (10)
$300
2879
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) TXL 772299/308, ten
consecutive notes (R.307b). Uncirculated. (10)
$300

2869
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AK, BB, BC, BF, BH,
CA, CC, CF, CG, CL, DC (3), DD, DG (3), DJ, DK (2), DM,
EB, EF, EI, EL, FA, FC, FH, FK (2), FM, GB, GD, GF, GH,
GK, GM, HE, HG, IA, IB (R.219). A few notes fine but
mostly very fine - nearly uncirculated. (41)
$220

2880
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) TYH, TYV, TYY, TZG
(2), TZS, TZT, UAC, UBK, UBV (R.308) (10); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) UGV, UGY (R.309) (2). All notes folded, some
with creases, overall extremely fine. (12)
$130
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2890
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) GL 98 764420/2, last
prefix consecutive run of three (R.318). Uncirculated. (3)
$100
2891
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA02 040215, (2003)
AA03 034152, 034969, (2006) AA06 945822 (R.320)
first prefixes; (2002) BB02 957722 (R.320); (2002) GL02
878700, 878858, (2003) DF03 505545 (R.320) last prefixes.
Uncirculated. (8)
$120
2881*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) UJY 111111 (R.309).
Uncirculated and a rare solid number.
$400

2892
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAH 175152/4
(R.401) consecutive run of three notes. Light centrefold and
paperclip marks, otherwise nearly extremely fine. (3)
$100

2882
Ten dollars, groups of censecutive notes, Johnston/Fraser
(1985) UED 027701/2 (2) (R.309); Fraser/Cole (1991) MGC
813608/9 (2), MKY 275999/6000 (2), MKZ 275501/7 (7),
MLX 542467/8 (2), MNA 655944/5 (2), MNE 476635/6
(2), MPZ 730336/8 (3), MQV 651179/83 (5) (R.313)
Uncirculated. (27)
$300

2893
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.401, 403-409a, including 406a, b). Uncirculated.
(10)
$500
2894
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1993), complete set (R.401-405, 406a, 406b, 407a, 407b,
408, 409a, 409b, 411-415). Coombs/Randall issue with
centrefold and has been cleaned, good very fine, the rest
virtually uncirculated. (16)
$1,200

2883
Ten dollars, commemorative issue, Johnston/Fraser (1988)
first release, AB16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 27 (R.310a); second
release, AB42, 54 (2) (R.310b). One note very fine, one good
very fine, the rest extremely fine - uncirculated. (9)
$100
2884
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 18 962567 (R.310a),
AB 57 852754, last prefix, second release (R.310b). First
note uncirculated, second note with multiple creases and
folds but scarce, good fine. (2)
$90
2885
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 228633 (R.310b)
first serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated.
$200
2886
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 263361 (R.310b)
first serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated.
$200

2895*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 230082
(R.402). Flattened of centrefold, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$1,000

2887
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 795507/22, first
serial prefix, run of 16. Uncirculated. (16)
$4,000
2888
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) blue Dobell shading, original
pack of one hundred missing five notes, GH93 700647/764,
broken runs, includes two singles and consecutive runs of 16,
9, 8 (3), 6, 5 (2), 2 (14) (R.316). Uncirculated. (95)
$1,200
2889
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) CH 93 263632/3,
consecutive pair, dark blue; GK 93 648381/2, consecutive
pair, heavy dark blue ink error giving appearance of a ghost
on front of note (R.316). Uncirculated. (4)
$150

2896*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 192928, first
prefix (R.402). Good extremely fine and rare.
$800
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2897*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 291858
(R.402). Centrefold, flattened, some smudge marks and a
few tiny spots of foxing on back right side, otherwise nearly
extremely fine.
$450

2902*
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VCL 000001 (R.407a).
A rare number one serial number, uncirculated.
$1,000
2903
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VFL 622166/70, five
consecutive notes (R.407b). Uncirculated. (5)
$250

2898
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 904637
(R.402). Centrefold, flattened, a few very small spots near
edges, otherwise clean, crisp, nearly extremely fine.
$200

2904
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VFQ (R.407b);
Johnston/Stone (1983) VKB, VJB, VJZ, VLF, VNR, VNU,
VNX, VPD, VRF (R.408) (9); Johnston/Fraser (1985)
VZC (R.409a). All notes folded, a few with creases, overall
extremely fine. (11)
$250

2899
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XFR 987489/98
(R.405) consecutive run of nine, missing 95. Nearly
uncirculated. (9)
$700

2905
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) VJY 679881/4,
four consecutive, VKB 679843/4, two consecutive, VKB
679916/7, two consecuitive (R.408) (8). All notes with
centrefold, the first four with smudge mark on bottom edge,
otherwise uncirculated. (8)
$320

2900
Twenty dollars, all different prefixes, Phillips/Wheeler (1974)
XLG (R.405); Knight/Stone (1979) Gothic, VCF, XVG
(R.407a), OCR-B, VEV (R.407b); Johnston/Stone (1983)
VJF, VQG (R.408); Johnston/Fraser (1985) EBF, EGF, EGL,
EHL, EHU, ENG, EQR, ERN, ESA, EUA, VXX (R.409a);
Fraser/Higgins (1990) EYE 340186 (first prefix), EYR,
EZG, RAP, RBQ, RBZ, REL (R.412); Fraser/Cole (1991)
RPQ, RPT, RXT, RYC (R.413); Fraser/Evans (1993) AAV
(R.415). The last note is uncirculated, the rest very fine - good
extremely fine. (29)
$600

2906
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EUH 229246/55, ten
consecutive notes (R.409a). Virtually uncirculated.
$300
2907
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKJ 613527 Gothic
serials (R.409b), ECE 852520, EQR 193373 (R.409a). First
note nearly very fine, last two notes nearly extremely fine.
(3)
$150
2908
Twenty dollars, groups of consecutive notes, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) ERA 448623/4 (2) (R.409a); Fraser/Higgins
(1990) EYR 881159/60 (2), RDC 988744/5 (2) (R.412);
Fraser/Cole (1991) RSS 732531/2 (2), RUR 543468/9 (2)
(R.413). First two notes centrefold nearly uncirculated, the
rest uncirculated. (10)
$250
2909
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) M001865/6, overprinted
'80th Anniversary / First Commonwealth Note / 1913-1993'
(Mc $20 GF 1c). Foxing on first note, toned uncirculated.
(2)
$120

2901*
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XLR 777777
(R.406a) solid number note. Very good but rare.
$120
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2910
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA02 008484
(first prefix), JL02 899486, KM02 993566 (last prefix)
(R.420). Uncirculated. (3)
$120

2921
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AA03 050955, DA03
074176 (first & last prefix), (2004) AA04 021479, GB04
574359 (first & last prefix), (2005) AA05 176478, JC05
304043 (first & last prefix) (R.518). Uncirculated. (6)
$300

2911
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2003) AA03 043454
(first prefix) DA03 216528 (last prefix), (2005) AA05
965411 (first prefix), GB05 697699 (last prefix) (R.420).
Uncirculated. (4)
$140

2922
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 635085
(R.608) first serial prefix; Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZBX
248478 (R.609). Uncirculated. (2)
$400

2912
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 872516 (R. 505),
first serial prefix. Piece out of top right corner, otherwise
extremely fine or better.
$120

2923
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZBL 430910/9,
ten consecutive (R.609). The last note with stains on front,
all notes with centrefold, otherwise uncirculated. (10)
$1,200

2913
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.505-509a including 506a, b). Uncirculated. (6)
$500

2924
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1999) AA99
914788, JK99 971280 (first & last prefixes), EG99 788954
(R.618). Uncirculated. (3)
$400

2914
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) YDS 804208 (R.507) near
radar note; Johnston/Stone (1983) YNK 564447 (R.508).
Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$160

2925
Australian banks, Johnston/Stone (1983) twenty dollars, in
ten folded bundles of ten notes each, printed as "dummy
notes" for use with an electronic tracking device in centre of
eight middle bundles with square cut out. Extremely fine.
$1,000

2915
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) YFE 324632 (R.507);
Fraser/Higgins (1990) YZN 010716 (R.512); Fraser/Cole
(1991) WPS 880864 (R.513); Fraser/Evans (1993) WSZ
563626 (R.515). First note has a few small spots of foxing,
extremely fine, the rest virtually uncirculated. (4)
$250

Tellers would hold the packs with the hidden device to include in notes
stolen during a robbery at the bank counter, allowing police to track and
locate the notes and suspects.

ERROR NOTES

2916
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.507 - 515, includes pairs of 509a, 509b, 511, 512).
Uncirculated. (12)
$1,000

2926
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KSP 523410 (R.89)
nearly full fadeout of intaglio phase on front; ten dollars,
Fraser/Evans (1993) BA 93 67 9653 (R.316) weak wet ink
transfer of front onto back. Very good; nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$100

2917
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YPH 451085/9, five
consecutive, YPX 342673/6, four consecutive (R.509a). All
notes with centrefold otherwise uncirculated. (9)
$600
2918
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509b); Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.515) (2). Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$170
2919
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) VG 95 662447, last prefix
(R.516). Good fine.
$150
2920
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) AA98 919051 (first
prefix), (1999) AA99 088849 (first prefix), DE99 161210,
PE99 983403 (last prefix) (R.518). Uncirculated. (4)
$400

2927
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) PAF 323385 (R.207) three
cm piece of Bank's portrait split off to side, originally a stray
paper obstruction during intaglio print phase. A spectacular
error, uncirculated, and very rare.
$1,000
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection (lot 337) illustrated in Australian Decimal
Banknotes.
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2932*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) VQV 302459
(R.409a) five mm horizontal shift left for the simultan print.
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$500
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection (lot 370).

2933
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) YKF 213642 (R.508).
Badly cut resulting in crooked edges top and bottom and
slightly wider than normal, uncirculated.
$100

2928*
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) PJC 176295 (R.208)
intaglio printing phase missing from back. Uncirculated.
$750
Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection (lot 344) illustrated in Australian Decimal
Banknotes.

2929*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 935781/2
consecutive pair, first prefix, first release (R.310a), both notes
miscut along bottom edge, not straight and part of following
note visible. Uncirculated. (2)
$1,000
2930
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 647312 first
prefix, second release, hologram with blank spot on Cook's
forehead. Uncirculated.
$300

2934*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) Z DN 502060
(R.609) only part of top serial number printed, part on front
right corner, part on back left corner, part missing. Folds and
creases but crisp, very fine and scarce.
$250

2931
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XLJ 802493
(R.406a) first serial prefix wet ink or partial offset print
error on front lower left corner; fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler
(1974) YAL 833988 (R.505) offset or wet ink transfer of
bottom quarter of back to front, 300 in biro top left. Very
good; fine. (2)
$150
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2940
Five dollars, initial polymer printing, Fraser/Cole, overprint
7 July 1992, AA 34 004934, Centenary of Federation general
folder issue 2001, Macfarlane /Evans, overprint 1901-2001;
ten dollars Ten Years of Polymer Notes, 1998, deluxe folder,
black serial numbers, folder number 551; twenty dollars, Sir
Kingsford Smith Commemorative, 1997, silver proof one
dollar coin and ADK prefix twenty dollars, portfolio number
2852; five dollars, Centenary of Federation, 2001, set of six,
matching serial numbers, prefixes FF, FG, FH, FI, FJ, FK,
matching folder numbers 1269. Uncirculated. (10)
$220

2935*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZEH 919747
(R.609) full wet ink transfer on front. Good very fine.
$250

2941
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) QE 96001230 Thirty
Years of Decimal Currency folder, black serial numbers,
pane of twenty five stamps with matching number, portfolio
number 1230 of 3,000 produced; ten dollars, Fraser/Johnston
(1988) Bicentenary folders (3, one with gift inscription
written on inside of folder). Uncirculated. (4)
$100
2942
Five dollars, 30th Anniversary "Famous Fivers" premium
set of three notes, Fraser/Cole, Fraser/Evans (1997) (Mc $5
GF6), First and Last set of two, Fraser/Cole (1992) three
delux folder sets, two with consecutive numbers, polymer
AA 20 001715/716, paper QNE 462111/2 (Mc $5 F/LF1);
ten dollars, Bicentenary folder, 1988 (Mc $10 GF1); twenty
dollars, First and Last delux folder set of two, Fraser/Evans
(1994) (Mc $20 F/LF1); fifty dollars, First and Last delux
folder set of two, Fraser/Evans (1995) (Mc $50 F/LF1).
Uncirculated. (7)
$600

2936*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1985) ZBV 494599
(R.609) wet ink transfer caused by single sheet fold-over,
matching serial number 494599 imprinted but with different
prefix. Very fine and unusual error.
$200

2943
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) staff presentation folder
with two of the first polymer notes AA 00 026529/30 (R.310;
McD.110GF4) and 499 issued. Uncirculated and rare.
$750

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES

2944
Ten dollars, Bicentenary Polymer issue, Johnston/Fraser
(1988) in blue folder, dated 26 January 1988, first prefix AA
00 060474 (Mc $10 GF2). Scarce, uncirculated.
$200

2937
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser special two dollar folders issued
at the NAA Fair Adelaide 3-6 September 1992 (2); NAA Fair
Brisbane 8-9 May 1993 (2); NAA Fair Perth 20-21 August
1994 (2) all in official packs of issue. (McDonald $2 GF 1e,
1f, 1g). Uncirculated. (6)
$150

2945
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary
commemorative folders, prefix AA15 (10, includes
consecutive runs of 3 and 4), prefix AA16 (4 consecutive).
In official envelopes as issued, uncirculated. (14)
$210

2938
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) two note folder, embossed
folder; ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans
(polymer) (1993), embossed folder; twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1997) and silver dollar, 1997, Sir Kingsford Smith
Commemorative Centenary Portfolio. Uncirculated - FDC.
(3)
$100

2946
Ten dollars, Bicentenary, 1988, in official folder (Mc$10
GF1); ten dollars, Bicentenary, 1988, second issue, AB27
108938 (R.310b). Uncirculated. (2)
$50

2939
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.213) and Fraser/Cole
(1992) (R.214), last paper and first polymer print run folders
(1992), serial numbers AA 25 001100/104 (overprinted 7
July 1992) and QPB 461877/81, 1st day of issue, embossed
delux folders. In folders of issue, uncirculated. (5)
$120

2947
Ten dollar, Bicentenary folder, 1988 (10); five dollars, First
and Last Folder, 1992 (2) consecutive numbers; two dollars,
Last Note and First Coin souvenir folder, 1988, certificate
number 1593/2000. Two of the Bicentenary folders' outer
envelopes are impaired otherwise uncirculated. (13)
$230
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2956
Australian Note and Coin Collection, 1998, matching
note numbers ZZ 98 999245, collection number 755.
Uncirculated.
$270

2948
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 15 074040/042
(2); two dollars Johnston/Fraser (1985) LPF 890868/9 (2)
(R.89, 310); International Currency Collection, "A special
edition featuring notes from around the world", in a folder
containing 12 pages of information about banknote collecting
plus seventeen world banknotes in seperate envelopes, all in
packs of issue. Uncirculated. (21)
$100

2957
Five dollars, uncut blocks of four, Fraser/Cole (1992) Sydney
Coin Fair issue (Mc $5 U10); Fraser/Evans (1996) Sydney
Coin Fair issue (Mc $5 U15); ten dollars, uncut blocks of
four, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) Sydney Coin Fair issue (Mc
$10 U20), (1997) (Premium) red serials (Mc $10 U19); fifty
dollars, uncut vertical pair, Fraser/Evans (1994) Perth Fair
issue (Mc $50 U9). Uncirculated. (5)
$450

2949
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.313) and Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.316), last paper and first polymer print run folders,
1993, serial numbers BD 93 002749/758 (red numbers and
overprinted 1 November 1993) and MRJ 984658/667. In
folders of issue, uncirculated. (10)
$400

2958
Ten dollars, Bicentennial 1988, uncut strip of four (Mc$10
U-4), with sheet number IF240 at top right corner.
Uncirculated.
$100

2950
Ten dollars, Eminent Women, 1993, portfolio number 283,
matching red serial numbers on note and pane of 25 stamps,
AP93 000283 (McN/APT2), another, portfolio number 697,
black matching serial numbers AP93 006697; twenty dollars,
Hargrave Centenary, 1994, portfolio numbers 3766/3768,
matching black numbers on panes of 25 stamps, consecutive
run of three (McN/APT6). In folders of issue, uncirculated.
(5)
$320

2959
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 22 and 23 178511
uncut vertical pair, Fraser/Cole (1991) MGQ and MGR
600793 uncut vertical pair, both pairs with bottom selvedge.
First pair with creasing otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$60
2960
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) block of four, MGX, MGY,
MHF, MHG 600340, folder number 1352 and, another
consecutive folder number 1353, serial nos. MGZ, MHA,
MHH, MHJ 600340, the last block with traffic lights, both
sheets overprinted 'International Coin Fair / 16/17 November
1991'. In folders of issue, uncirculated. (2)
$150

2951
Twenty dollars, First Polymer Issue portfolio, Fraser/Evans
(1994) first polymer/last paper issue, both notes with
matching red serial number AA 94 000920 (Mc $20 PT3).
Portfolio number 820 of only 900 issued, uncirculated.
$250
2952
Australian Polymer Note Portfolio, 1996, set of five dollars one hundred dollars, matching serial numbers 00 96 000023,
each note overprinted with year first issued, portfolio number
23 of 1,000 issued. Uncirculated and scarce low number.
$450

2961
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1994) paper issue (R.313), full
sheet of 40 notes, MPX-MRR 000001-000214 (Mc $10
U16). Still in Note Printing Australia delivery box, only 125
sheets issued, uncirculated and scarce.
$800

2953
First Polymer Issue Portfolios, matching serial number pairs
in each folder, all with red numbers except five dollars EA
93 500985 (black) EA 95 500985 (red), five dollars (1995)
number 885, ten dollars (1993) number 358, twenty dollars
(1994) number 141, fifty dollars (1995) number 635, one
hundred dollars (1996) number 262. In folders of issue with
certificates, uncirculated. (5 sets)
$800

2962
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) uncut sheet of forty
notes ABR-ADK 000214 (Mc $20 U10), only 250 sheets
issued. In original delivery box, slight mildew damage to
two notes, otherwise uncirculated.
$1,000
2963
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) paper issue (R.515), full
sheet of 32 notes, WYR-FAB 000001-000067 (Mc $50 U11).
Still in Note Printing Australia delivery box, only 125 sheets
issued, uncirculated and very scarce.
$2,500

2954
Five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) Low
Numbered Uncirculated delux folders, all with matching
black serial number AA 96 004201 (Mc DYF 12, 14, 16,
18). Uncirculated and scarce. (4)
$400

2964
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut vertical pairs folder,
E001085/F001085, black serials (Mc$50 U10). In folder of
issue, number 1085, uncirculated.
$150

2955
Australian Note and Coin Collection, 1997, matching
note numbers ZZ 97 999379, collection number 621.
Uncirculated.
$300
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